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Abstract

We present an novel technique for effectively calibrating a
binocular stereo rig with calibration objects and minimal human
intervention. Intrinsic calibration is performed using classical
techniques [1] and a novel method is developed for extrinsic
calibration. The extrinsic calibration provided by the classical
techniques can only be expected to be valid in the space spanned
by the calibration object [2]. We present a technique to combine
multiple views of the calibration object with unknown motion,
resulting in a virtually ‘enlarged’ object. Using a priori knowl-
edge of the calibration object we are then able to upgrade our
calibration to the euclidian space. The effects of noise on the
system has been examined, and our technique has proven to be
much less sensitive to noise than a classical method.

1. Introduction
Camera calibration is an important task in computer vision. The
purpose of camera calibration is to establish the relation be-
tween 3D world coordinates and their corresponding image co-
ordinates. This enables us to infer 3D information from 2D
information and vice versa. Thus camera calibration is a pre-
requisite for any application where 3D information needs to be
related to 2D information. The applications of camera calibra-
tion are endless, ranging from military to archeology to medi-
cal. This paper focusses on the simultaneous calibration of two
cameras, which is referred to as stereo vision.

The method used for camera calibration can also vary
widely, depending on factors like the accuracy required, the
level of human interaction and whether reconstructions need to
be metric. Classical calibration algorithms rely on a calibration
object with known dimensions which is placed in the camera
field of view. This enables us to calibrate the camera up to met-
ric scale, resulting in reconstructions which are up to scale with
physical measurements.

Some more recent algorithms rely on features extracted
from the scene to calibrate the cameras [3]. These have the
advantage that there is no calibration object and no human in-
tervention is needed, but these models can only reconstruct the
scene up to an unknown scale, and relies on the accurate ex-
traction of features in the viewed scene, which are not always
available. We use a classical algorithm to calibrate the intrin-
sic parameters of both cameras, and then propose a method to
solve for the epipolar geometry of the cameras, which defines
the inter-camera translation and rotation. These extrinsic pa-
rameters are essential to do 3D reconstruction of a scene.

The calibration routine described in this article requires a
clear view of a calibration object, on which known features are
extracted in the image plane. The extraction of these features
is described in the next section, after which intrinsic and then

extrinsic calibration is discussed. It is followed by results and a
noise analysis of this method.

2. Feature Location
The camera calibration routine tries to solve for a set of pa-
rameters which define the relationship between 3D coordinates,
and the resultant image coordinates. Thus for our method it
is needed to have a set of image coordinates of an object with
known physical dimension. The accurate extraction of these
features from the image plane plays a fundamental role in the
accuracy of the model extracted. We give here a short descrip-
tion of our extraction method.

2.1. Object Location

The purpose of this implementation is a calibration method
which can easily be performed in the industry, thus we need a
minimal level of human interaction in the system. Our calibra-
tion method relies on a series of images, at least one of which
must contain the calibration object. This is obtained by taking
a series of images with both cameras, until the object has been
located in both images. This requires a very robust extraction
algorithm, which must guarantee that no false matches are ex-
tracted, thus rather erring on the side of caution.

Our object consists of either one plane containing black
squares, or two fixed at an angle of 90 degrees. The extrac-
tion of both are very similar. Our non coplanar object is shown
if Fig. 1.

As previously stated the calibration routine requires very
accurate extraction of features. The initial estimates of corners
in the above routine may be incorrect by as much as 1.5 pix-
els. We use these estimates as the initial position for a corner
detector based on the Harris-Plessey detector. This extracts the
exact positions of the corners to sub-pixel accuracy. Note that
uncontrollable effects like lighting and blooming on the CCD
sensor cause slight errors.

3. Overview of Proposed Method
We now give a brief overview of our proposed method of cal-
ibration. The calibration of a binocular system can be divided
into two stages. The first consists of separately calibrating the
intrinsic parameters of both cameras. This defines the transfor-
mation of 3D coordinates in each camera’s reference frame to
their respective image planes. The second stage consists of de-
termining the epipolar geometry of the binocular rig. This is
defined by a rotation and translation, in which accuracy is es-
sential in order to generate precise reconstructions of a scene.

We solve for the intrinsic parameters using a calibration
technique first proposed by Tsai. This algorithm was chosen
because of it’s proven reliability in practical applications and is



Figure 1: Corner extraction on calibration object.

described in section 4. Using this technique we determine in-
trinsic parameters for a camera, as well as extrinsic parameters
relating the camera’s physical position in relation to a calibra-
tion object. In the case that both cameras can simultaneously
see the calibration object, it is possible to extract the epipolar
geometry of the binocular rig. This is rarely the case, especially
when the baseline between cameras is large. In order for both
cameras to view the object simultaneously it is often required
that the object is unacceptably far away from the cameras, re-
sulting in inaccurate feature extractions, or an overly large cali-
bration object.

We propose to solve this problem by taking multiple stereo
views of a calibration object with unknown motion parameters,
and combining the data to determine the epipolar geometry of
the system. The first order radial coefficient is needed to solve
this in order to transform the epipolar curve to an epipolar plane.
Section 5 demonstrates our technique and also shows that it is
much more robust than the technique proposed by [1].

4. Intrinsic Calibration

Intrinsic calibration entails finding the parameters defining the
transformation between 3D camera coordinates and the image
plane. These are composed of the focal length, distortion coef-
ficient, image center and scaling factors. Here we describe the
technique originally proposed by Tsai. This method extracts the
intrinsic as well as extrinsic parameters of each camera. The
extrinsic parameters are extracted with the coordinate system
centered at the position of the calibration object. Thus the two
cameras can not be related extrinsically. This problem is solved
in the next section.

4.1. Camera Model

We use the well known pinhole camera model [4] and also in-
clude the effect of radial distortion. This distortion effect is eas-
ily determined mathematically, and can have a significant effect
on the calculation of the epipolar geometry.

The Euclidean transformation of a point,������� ���
	����	������
given in world coordinates into a
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where 8 and 9 define the rotation and translation, respectively,
from world coordinates to camera coordinates. The undistorted
retinal coordinates are obtained as:�; �=< ������?>A@BDC ; �=< ������ (2)

where f denotes the camera focal length in millimeters.
The relation between radially undistorted and distorted reti-

nal coordinates is given by:�; � :FE /HG #�I & /HG &�IKJ /MLNLOL�P�QFR I R I & � : &E / C &EC ; � C E
/HG #�I & /HG &�IKJ /MLNLOL�P�QFR I R I & � : &E / C &E

We only use the first order radial distortion coeffiecient

G #
. In

addition the coordinates in the image do not correspond to the
physical coordinates in the retinal plane. With a CCD camera
the relation depends both on the size and shape of the pixels
and on the position of the CCD chip in the camera. The image
coordinates are obtained through the following equation�� :�S TC S TU

� � ��0VN4 BFW #4 X Y 4X BFW #6 Y 6X X U
� .�� :FEC EU

� 
(3)

Thus the intrinsic parameters are

Parameter<
Focal Length

G #
First order radial distortion coefficientY 4
Image center X coordinateY 6
Image center Y coordinateVN4
Horizontal scaling factor of frame grabberB 4 Horizontal size in mm of individual CCD elementsB 6 Vertical size in mm of individual CCD elements

Manufacturers of CCD cameras supply the values of B 4 andB 6 , however the additional uncertainty factor
V�4

is also intro-
duced to accomodate for the imprecision in timing signals in
the image acquisition hardware.

4.2. Classical Technique

The intrinsic calibration is based on a routine first proposed by
Tsai. Calibration is made possible by a single view of a non-
coplanar object, where the image coordinates of at least 7 fea-
tures are known, as well as the physical dimensions of the ob-
ject. This routine extracts both intrinsic and extrinsic parame-
ters. We give a short algorithmic overview of the method. Refer
to [1] for a detailed analysis.

First convert the image coordinates, :ZS T 	 C S T , into dis-
torted retinal coordinates, :ZE 	 C E via the inverse of equation (3).
The radial alignment constraint allows us to set up the following
set of linear equations.
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The solution of this system obtained by the Moore-Penrose
inverse allows us to calculate the following parameters.� 256 � ��� a &b / a &c / a &d�� W \� (6)

Determine the sign of
26

by projecting a point on the object
in world coordinates onto the retinal plane, and comparing the
sign to the known retinal plane coordinate sign. If there is a sign
difference, the sign of

2�6
will be negative.

Determine the horizontal scaling factor
V�4

VN4 �	� � a & # / a && / a &) � � 256 � (7)

Compute
IK#

,
I &

,
I�)

,
I J , I b , I c and

24
from the solution to (4)

and (5). Now the third row of
!

can be calculated as the cross-
product of the first two rows, using the orthonormal property of!

and the right-handed rule.
By ignoring radial distortion it is possible to linearly com-

pute
<

and
2�7

by solving the following linear system.
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Solving this set of linear equations by means of the Moore-
Penrose inverse gives an initial estimate of

<
and

2F7
which will

be exact in the case of a ideal camera with no lens distortion.
The next step is to determine the first order radial distortion
coeffiecent,

G #
.

Let
������� ���
	��� 	���� �

be the world coordinate of a fea-
ture point on the calibration object, and

� S T ��� :�S T 	 C S T � be
the corresponding image point as found by the corner detector.
We compute the reprojection of all the 3D world coordinates
using the camera model described above, assuming

Y 4 	 Y 6
to

be the center of the frame buffer, and

G # � X L X
. The total error

is measured as

� I I�� I � U� e� S � #�� � :�S T�� ^ : �"!$#&%'� � &
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(9)
where

� �"!$#&% ��� � �"!$#&% 	�� �"!$#&% 	�� �"!$#&% � is the reprojected image
coordinate. This gives us an error measure of how accurately
our model fits the given training data. The non-linear optimiza-
tion is first performed on only

<
,
2�7

and

G #
. This is followed

by optimization with all the parameters except the image center.

Figure 2: Multiple views of coplanar object

The last step is optimization with all parameters, including
Y 4

and
Y 6

. We use a Nelder-Mead Simplex search algorithm, but
any standard multi-dimensional unconstrained algorithm such
as Levenberg-Marquadt should suffice.

This algorithm allows us to very accurately extract the in-
trinsic parameters for a single camera. The next section shows
some results of the calibration.

5. Extrinsic Calibration
The Extrinsic parameters define the transformation from world
centered coordinates to camera centered coordinates. It is es-
sential to define this accurately for both cameras in order to de-
rive the epipolar geometry of the system. This allows us to use
a mutual world coordinate system for both cameras, which we
chose to align with the left camera reference system.

The epipolar geometry is defined by a rotation and transla-
tion, as follows.

Let
! ! , 2 ! and

!+*
,
2�*

be respectively the left and right cam-
era rotation and translation with relation to their respective
world coordinate systems. The camera baseline is calculated
as ! � ! ! ! `*2 � 2�* ^ ! ` 2 !

(10)

5.1. Classical Technique

We give a brief discussion of the extrinsic calibration technique
of Tsai using coplanar data. This algorithm was developed for
a single camera with a single view of a coplanar calibration ob-
ject, such as figure 2. Extrinsically calibrating a binocular rig
relies on the coplanar plane being visible in both cameras at the
same instant. This enables us to relate both cameras extrinsi-
cally to the calibration object, and thus to each other through
(10).

This algorithm is similar to the first stage of the technique
described in section 4.2, and the reader is referred to [1] for a
detailed derivation. The technique has been proven to be very
accurate on synthetic data, but the addition of noise generates
serious distortions. It has also been shown by [2] that the cam-
era model can only be expected to be accurate over the volume
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Figure 3: Epipolar Geometry

encompassed by the calibration object. This is due to inaccu-
racies in feature extraction. Our solution to this is to virtually
enlarge the calibration object over multiple views in order to
get training data over the entire range in which the cameras are
expected to operate.

5.2. Epipolar Geometry

The geometry of stereo, known as epipolar geometry, is shown
in Figure 3. The figure shows two pinhole cameras, their pro-
jection centers, � * and � ! . Each camera defines a 3D reference
frame, the origin of which coincides with the projection center,
and the Z-axis with the optical axis. The vectors

� *
and

� !
refer to the same 3D point

�
. The vectors � * and � ! refer to

the projections of
�

onto the left and right image planes respec-
tively. The name epipolar geometry is used because the points
at which the line through � * and � ! intersect the image planes
are called epipoles, denoted by � * and � ! .

The definition of the epipolar plane, as in [4], states

“ Given a stereo pair of cameras, any point in 3d space,�
, defines a plane, ��� , going through

�
and the centers of

projection of the two cameras. The plane ��� is called the
epipolar plane, and the lines where ��� intersects the image
planes conjugated epipolar lines.”

The practical importance of epipolar lines is that the corre-
sponding feature of a point the the left image must line on it’s
epipolar line in the right image. This constrains the search for
corresponding features to a 1-dimensional search.

5.3. Fundamental Matrix

We will now derive the definition of the essential and funda-
mental matrices.

The equation of the epipolar plane through
�

is charac-
terised by the coplanarity condition of the vectors

� *
, 9 and� * ^ 9 . � � * ^ 9 � ` 9�� � * � X (11)

Using the relation defined in (10) we obtain

� 8 ` � ! � ` 9�� � * � X (12)

Writing the vector product as a multiplication by a rank-
deficient matrix 	 9�� � * � 	 � * (13)

where

	 �
�� X ^ 257 256257 X ^ 254^ 256 254 X

� 
(14)

(11) now becomes � `! �$� * � X (15)

with � � ! 	 (16)

Using the perspective projection defined in (2), (15) can be
written as

� `! � � * � X (17)

The matrix
�

is called the essential matrix, and establishes
a link between the epipolar constraint and the extrinsic param-
eters of the stereo system. It is this matrix that allows us to
combine multiple views into one set of equations to solve the
extrinsic parameters.

Note that these calculations are all performed on the retinal
coordinates. Thus in order to use this, the transformation from
image coordinates to retinal needs to be known. Thus the cam-
era needs to be intrinsically calibrated. In our case the intrinsic
parameters are known, but we generalized the algorithm for the
case where it is not.

5.3.1. Calculation from Image Matches

We will now show how the fundamental matrix can be calcu-
lated directly from image matches.

Let 
� * and 
� ! be the pixel coordinates of vectors � * and
� ! . Now we have

� * ��� W #* 
� *
� ! ��� W #! 
� !

(18)

Where
� *

and
� ! are the intrinsic matrices from (3) of the

left and right camera respectively.
By substituting (18) into (17) we have


� `!� 
� * � X (19)

where  ��� W `! ��� W #* (20) is known as the fundamental matrix and was first proposed by
Luong [5]. The essential and fundamental matrix are very sim-
ilar, the difference being that the fundamental matrix is com-
puted straight from pixel coordinates, and does not require a
priori knowledge of the intrinsic parameters of the cameras.

The fundamental matrix is calculated from the set of linear
equations defined in (19) which is defined for each point match.
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Various solutions exist to calculate the fundamental matrix
from linear equations. They are called the 8-point algorithms,
as eight or more points are needed to solve for � [6].

5.3.2. Normalization

Trucco & Verri [4] show that the calculation of the fundamental
matrix is very sensitive to noise on the measurements, and that
by normalization the results are greatly improved. A simple
procedure to avoid numerical instability is to shift the points so
that the mean is

X
, and scale them to a norm of

U L X
.

This scaling is done by two 3x3 matrices as follows,�� * ��� * 
� *�� ! ��� ! 
� !
(23)

where
�� * 	 �� ! are the normalized coordinates, 
� * 	 
� ! are the

image coordinates and

� * � ���� &� X L X ^ � &��4�X L X � &� ^ � &��6�X L X X L X U L X
� 

(24)

where 	 is the variance of the coordinate set, and
�: 	 �C are re-

spectively the mean of the : and C coordinates. The normaliza-
tion matrix for the right camera,

� ! is calculated in the same
way.

The coordinates are all normalized using
� * 	
� ! , and then

we calculate 
 using the above linear method. is then obtained as

 ��� `! 
 � * (25)

The disadvantage of the linear method is that the rank-2
constraint is not enforced. It was shown by [5] that this can
be constrained after the calculation by taking the singular value
decomposition of  and forcing the smallest singular value to
be zero.

This gives us a good estimate of the fundamental matrix, but
it has been shown that the calculation can be further refined by
taking into account that  has only 7 degrees of freedom. This
is enforced by the parameterization of  into 7 parameters.

5.3.3. Parameterization

This parameterization of  was proposed by [5], and is a sim-
ple method to derive 7 parameters from  , perform non-linear
optimization on these paramterers to constrain the degrees of
freedom, and reconstruct the optimized matrix  from the pa-
rameters.

The matrix is parameterised into > 	� 	� 	 B which are four
coefficients of a homography between corresponding epipolar
lines, the largest of which is used to normalize the system, re-
sulting in only three degrees of freedom for the four parameters.
The left and right epipoles are represented by � � � R # 	 R & � and

� � 


R # 	 

R & � in this case.

 � �� � > ^ >
R & ^ � R #^ B ^ � � R & / B

R #
B 

R & ^ � 


R # � 

R & ^ > 


R # � > R & / � R # � 
R # ^ � � R & / B R # � 
R &
� 

(26)
The parameters of the parameterization is obtained as fol-

lows

> �  #'&� �  #�#� � ^  &�&B � ^  &�#R # �  &,)  #'& ^  &�&  #*)
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(27)

Refer to [6] for a detailed analisys of the parameterization.

5.3.4. Non Linear Criterea

Using the parameterization defined above the accuracy of the
fundamental matrix can be further enhanced by non-linear op-
timization such as the Nelder-Mead Simplex search. The opti-
mization is performed on the fundamental matrix with the fol-
lowing criterion proposed by Luong [5],

��� � �� d � 
� ` 	  � � & / d � � ` 	  ` 
� � &� (28)

where B is a distance measure in the image plane. This error
criterion minimizes the distance between points and their cor-
responding epipolar lines and also ensures that the two images
play a symmetric role.

5.3.5. Factorization

Once the fundamental matrix  has been calculated accurately,
it can be converted to the essential matrix via (20). Taking into
account that

!
is an orthonormal matrix and 	 an antisymmetric

matrix, we can decompose
�

into rotation and translation. The
translation vector is determined up to an arbitrary scale factor.
This ambiguity can be solved by knowing any metric distance
in the images, which we obtain from any view of our calibration
object.

Let � # 	 � & 	 � ) be the three columns of
�

. The translation
vector is simply the cross product of any two,


� � � # ��� & (29)
where 
� indicates the translation up to an unknown scale factor.

The matrix of cofactors
���

of
�

is given by� � � � � & ��� ) � ) ��� # � # ��� & � ` (30)

which can be rewritten as� � � � ��� ` # � � � ��� ` & � � � ��� `) � � � � `� � � � ! ` � � ` � `� � ��� ` ! � `
(31)

It can then be shown [7] that2 �D� ��� ` ! ^ � � ` � � !� � ` � � � � � ` ^ 2 �
(32)

which yields
!

as a function of
�

and
�
.



5.4. Euclidean Calibration

The translation vector obtained by factorization is only deter-
mined up to a scale factor, but can be upgraded to metric by
knowning any physical dimension in the image. We take all the
views of our calibration object, and by triangulation measure
known physical distances on these objects. This enables us to
determine the scale factor for each measurement of which we
take the median, and simply scale the translation vector by this
factor. Note that our new world coordinate system has it’s ori-
gin centered on the left camera’s projection center with the

�
axis extending along the optical axis.

6. Results
6.1. Intrinsic

The intrinsic calibration has been compared to ground truth data
supplied by the Calibrated Imaging Laboratory at Carnegie
Mellon University, and consistently produced accurate results,
as would be expected from a proven algorithm.

6.2. Extrinsic

We used synthethic data to investigate the noise sensitivity of
our proposed method. A Synthetic stereo rig was generated,
with realistic intrinsic parameters, and an extrinsic baseline with9 � � ^������

L
��� 	 U � L ��� � 	 ^ U � L � � � in millimeters, and a rotation

vector 8 � � ^ X L X
	�� � 	 X L U X � � 	 X L X U�� � � , where the three rota-
tion elements are given in radians and define yaw, pitch and roll
angles around the coordinate system.

We investigated the noise properties by adding varying
amounts of noise to the feature measurements used to calculate
the model. For each level of noise the extrinsic calculation was
performed 20 times, and the results averaged. This was done
for noise levels from

X
(no noise) to

�
pixels of random noise

on each measurement. Our method’s data consisted of 4 views
of a coplanar object at distances between 2 metres and 8 metres.
Our method is compared to the result when using Tsai’s method
with one of these views. The resultant translation and rotation
vectors are shown in fig. 4 and fig 5 respectively.

Figure 4 shows the three translation error components plot-
ted against increasing noise levels. The vertical axes are the
translational errors in millimeters from the ground truth. The
upper dotted line is the result obtained by the classical routine
proposed by Tsai [1], and the lower solid line by our method. It
is clear that our method is much more robust.

Figure 5 shows the three rotational error components plot-
ted against noise. The vertical axes are the errors in radians
from the ground truth. Once again our method is denoted by
a solid line, which is clearly less sensitiveto noise. It must be
noted that in the case of

! 7
the two method give very similar

results.

7. Conclusions
We have established a simple and robust method to determine
the epipolar geometry of a stereo camera rig. We demonstrated
how intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera model is
determined. It was shown that this method is much more robust
than the method proposed by Tsai [1].
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